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CNIB has an agreement with Atlantic Lottery Corporation (ALC) to manage 17 
lottery kiosks throughout Atlantic Canada, which are operated by independent 
contractors. Funds raised from lottery kiosks support CNIB programs and 
services for Atlantic Canadians who are blind or partially sighted.  
 
Mr. Paul McCarthy was an employee of CNIB. As a matter of policy, CNIB 
does not share details related to human resources or specific individuals, 
including former employees or personnel. Employee information is considered 
private and confidential. 
 
We conduct regular audits of each lottery kiosk business and investigate 
accounting irregularities when they occur. In keeping with our commitments 
to lottery customers and the ALC, we pursue legal action as a last resort 
against those operators unwilling to account for lottery fund variances.  
Signed contracts with CNIB make each kiosk operator responsible for any 
variances. 
 
CNIB is actively involved in four court cases in Atlantic Canada involving 
independent contractors of kiosks. Each of these cases involves independent 
contractors who have had their contracts terminated by our organization after 
they failed to meet CNIB’s financial management practices as outlined in their 
signed contractual agreements or failed to clarify and reconcile the variances 
revealed by CNIB’s auditing processes.  
 
Prior to pursuing legal action, termination letters were mailed to the 
independent contractors involved and each of them was presented with the 
option to remedy the variances. These letters were sent by CNIB before any 
litigation began.  
 
One court has already granted a judgment in favour of CNIB and another 
court has entered a pre-judgment against the independent contractor. The 
remaining cases are still before the courts and we look forward to resolving 
them. 
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CNIB is committed to ensuring that independent contractors are accountable 
to Atlantic Canadians for the funds raised from each lottery kiosk. Moreover, 
we offer to educate independent contractors on CNIB’s audit process to 
ensure they understand the expectations.  
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